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1.0 End of the Line, Depths
1.1 End of the Line
[05/10/2010 9:32 AM]
We are on the cusp of extremely important revelation. This is a very difficult time for Aslan’s
Place. Joel’s well 2 weeks ago we talked about this. We’ve learnt not to talk about attack that
we’ve come under. We are at the end of something.
A dream I had a year ago. I was in NYC. I was at the end of the line. What we are about is over. I
was in a slum area where everything was bleak. I reached into a well (the Depth) and I pulled
Cody out. He has cystic hydroma. His age is concurrent with Aslan’s Place. July 1998. July I
stopped working as a home school teacher and went back to ministry. Aslans Place started Feb
1999. When I pulled him out of the well he was healed.
There’ve been several words about Pentecost this week. For me Passover was life-changing. This
Pentecost there is going to be another outpouring of the Holy Spirit. 500,000 Christians are
coming into agreement in Hawaii for prayer this week.
Last night Rob said ‘There’s a new well and the Lord wants to reveal this new well.’ We’ve
been having more and more revelation about Melchizedek. It has to do with the Depth, the Star
and ungodly places in the Depth.
Barbara: I had a dream yesterday about Cody. He walked into the room. He was a foot taller,
standing up really straight. Both Paul and Cody were celebrating because he had a 4.1 GPA
(beyond excellence). It was Cody like I’dnever seen him.
Dale’s dream: 2 years ago June. Christie tells me to pack for Cody to go to camp – girl jeans.
Delta Gamma pool. – the 4 quadrants.
Persis: March 31 2009. Cody is a friend – like a little valentine. Persis had a word last week that
God is refining Aslan’s Place.
This is what is going to happen this week.
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Tobias: I had a dream that Cody was in his late teenage years standing like a rock – inner
commitment to God. Prepared to stand at the gate of Authority.
Paul: This is a different kind of school. I decided last week that School I would be the last school
at Aslan’s Place. We are not to do School I any more. I will be in NY on Pentecost Sunday. 2
weekends ago I was in middle of 3 day fast. I went to move van into the driveway. I started
speaking in tongues. Iamic Pentameter. Key word was Ka.
Barbara: New realms, new realms, new realms, new, new realms. Ka = realams or dimensions.
Paul: This is something world wide. We are at the end of the line. We are going to pull
something out of the well.
There are 58 people online. Largest number ever.
This is not a conference, seminar or school. We are going to be investigating Scripture and
listenting to the Lord. We need to ask the Lord for that well. I’ve had two different dreams about
Billy Graham. Jesus Movement ended in 1977. We saw 100s of kids come to Jesus. Since that
time it has not been that eay. Are we moving into a new time of evangelism?
The bottom right of the ephod is missing – Asher – wealth and happiness. Where is the joy? I’ve
not had it for a few days.
Melissa saw the 12 stones were stacked and the top stone or the capstone was missing like the
dollar bill. Dan Brown’s book – the Lost Symbol. Where the Lord is taking us is where he has
written in the novel. The key was to find the top stone to complete the pyramid. Jesus is the
capstone. What is it about the missing stone? The lost symbol is a word. At the top of the
Washington Monumnet (obelisk), the key is buried under the Washington Monument.
We are knit together in the Depth. The lost key is in the Depth. They go down and find the lost
key. It is the Bible as correctly interpreted. Their correct interpretation is that we are all gods - it
is about Alchemy - the search for the sorceror’s stone – when you drink the magical substance
you will not die.
The Lord has been giving us revelation about the fiery stones. Melissa saw 12 vibrating stones
and each stone she sees an eye because they are living stones. This is the problem in evangelical
church. They also interpret the Bible wrongly. We have explained it away and gone into the
Greek mindset.
Alpha, beta, Gamma Delta brain waves and the 4 quadrants in Star Trek.
Paul: I saw 2 train tracks, the Word and the Spirit A new unity to the Word and the Spirit.
Carl: I saw a train come through you - Breakout, Breakthrough, power, strength through you.
Raylene: We are all retaining the water of the pool instead of letting it flow through.
Pastor: Holiness unto the Lord written on High Priests forhead.
Rhonda: Ps 132:16, Psalm 133
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[Angel Message]
Jana: No eye has seen, no ear has heard nor has entered the heart but it has been given to you to
have access. To enter is to go up. It’s been given to the sons because you have overcome. Know
the star is with you. The star carries the revelation and you have the prophetic word made more
sure. For your light has come. The star will guide you. The star reveals to you. You must
embrace, you must know for the star holds the gold, the true wealth for this journey.
To go down for the true treasure is the key to enter in to go up for the full measure. Righteousness
springs up from the earth. Truth springs up from the earth. Righteousness looks on from heaven.
They kiss each other - measure upon measure truth upon truth, greater realms taking position.
Dominion has been given to you. You are bringing up and you are bringing over. (Elisha) It’s for
the double portion you grow bolder. He crossed twice to get the mantle. It was a hard request but
you’ll understand it. It’s for the true sons, the revealed ones, the true witness in the earth so your
fruit will be rebirthed. It’s for the increase.
Document it well for you are all scribes, head of households, bringing out both old and new for
you are standing on the brink and the star holds the key to the revelation of this age and the power
of the age to come. It’s the one you are in. It has begun.
You are creating a pathway, a true way for the bride to cross over. Gather the revelation, the
information that will be built upon for acceleration. There’s a place of trading and you will learn
this order . Your perception will position you. You are growing wiser. You join in the light for
your revelation. There’s healing and deliverance in the streams of light. You connect one to
another. It’s for unity that you win this fight.
Gather the stones to each of you it will be given to add and build upon for greater revelation. Its
begun.
Paul: Job 38:7
Star arises in the heart 2 Pet 1:19
There was a Temple to Baal in America with Phoenician writing in a cave in America.
Zech 4:9 capstone. Zech 4:10 stone in the hand of Zerubbabel.
Capstone is the final stone. His hand will finish it – it is the final stone.
The star is inside of us, a reflection of the light of Christ. The star shines through us (the
connecting points). Light is comin gout of every joint.
Jana: The Seven Stars are the Seven Churches. If you follow Ephesus, they parallel.
The joints in the Body of Christ are infected and filled with trash.
[Angel 2:11 pm]
Paul: I think this is the Angel of the Lord
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[Amy Beth speaks in tongues]
AmyBeth: Holy, Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord Almighty. Holy, Holy, Holy . Remove your shoes.
You walk on holy ground. Holy, holy, holy. Holy, holy, holy is the Lord almighty. Holy, holy,
holy. Worship Him, worship him, worship him. You are the sons of the most high God.
You have been called to walk in places that others have dreamed of. You are the anointing. You
are My sons and My daughters. You have been called to walk in holy places. You have shown
yourselves approved. You have walked through valleys and suffered great things. You have left
riches, family. You have left friends. You have left reputations. You have counted(?) all that is
lost to the knowledge of the Lord your God you have pressed into deep places. You have counted
it all as lost. You have not counted the things of man but you have humbled yourselves under My
great hand.
I will raise you up. I will show you to be those who have received My approval. Those who suffer
greatly love deeply. You will enter deep into the love of My heart. You will go into deeper places
because of your sacrifices - those things you laid down and walked over and never looked back.
You are entering a time of unrest where things will shake both heaven and earth but I hold you in
My right hand. You shall never be shaken. I will uphold you. I will hide you. I will restore you
says the Lord. For those that lose your life shall gain it. Those that love shall receive hurt but the
greatest of all is to love the way that I love and I poured out Myself for you and I poured out
Myself for many.
Receive. Receive. Receive deeper love. Receive deeper love for by this shall they know that you
are My disciples if you love. Love with all your being. Love with all your heart. Love never fails.
Barbara: The tongue is a lament. The time of lamenting is over. And as the earth shakes, as the
heaven shakes, all that can be shaken is shaken, you My people will not be shaken. It’s a new
day. I heard the song ‘Joy comes in the morning’. We are to enter into His rest and stay there.
From His rest there will be no lamenting. We will be moving about in joy.
As the earth shakes, as the heaven shakes, as nations fall, as catastrophes happen in the physical –
economic storms, earthquakes, everything that is to come, we will not be shaken. We’ve already
been shaken. We’ve been shaken to our foundation and now we can stand when everything else is
falling apart.
This is how I will call all people unto Me. I speak through My children. You are My children.
You will speak My words and I will draw all people unto Me because all of the dross has been
removed from you and you will be able to stand and you will be able to point the way to Me
because I am the only answer.
People will seek answers from the government. They will not find it. They will seek answers
from doctors. They will not find it. They will seek answers from places they sought before and
they will not find it. I am the only answer. I am the Truth, the Way, I am the Light and I shine
through you. I will draw all men to Myself through you My children. So enter into the rest and
partake of My joy and a lot of the joy that will well up in you is because you will finally see
results.
[Participants walk through door]
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Amy Beth: Prepare ye the way of the Lord
Jana: This was essential to activate that because it is in the light that you are transformed.
Jude8, 2Pet 2:10
The doxa are living light beings like ping pong balls on my head. We’ve moved into the realm of
the glorious ones – the living light. They are light beings. We need to follow the light beings into
the depth. We had to go through this door to be in unity together to
If you walk in the light as I am in the light you will have fellowship one with another and the
blood of Jesus Christ cleanses you from all sin.
Rev 3:7
Depth: Numbers, strategies, ledgers have been hidden. You will tear down more financial
strongholds. Vaults. Information will come rushing out.
Time capsule. Catch the wave, it is a sound wave. Ride the wave backwards and forwards in time.
AmyBeth: It is all about time. They shake the timeline. Shake it, shake it. You have to slow own
to catch the wave. Without the gravity of time. Slow down you move too fast. Rest, rest.
Step back to go forward. If you ride the light waves (the glorious ones) you will be at the speed of
light.
Raylene: I saw another door that appeared in front of you. It has a round . it is a submarine door.
There is a combination. Thi swill be fun. The instruments are by you.
9 birth of fruition, 2 witness, 4 is creation, 6 is man.
Psalm 139:15, Romans 8:38. The mind is in the height and heart is in the depth
Persis: I’m in the depth and there are light beings coming at me. There are crystal stones giving
out different colors. All these beings of light are coming toward me.
[3:05 PM Persis.]
Beings of light, beings of light, beings of purity, beings, beings, strengthening beings, purifying
beings, energizing beings - they will straighten out the crooked places. They will make straight
the crooked places. An ancient path has opened. An ancient way has opened to you. An ancient
way.
[Steel girders that you build the highrise with have imperfections in them. They will hold the new
foundation. They need to be pure to hold up the work I am doing, to hold up the Church that I am
building.]
Gal 2:20
Pastor David: I saw this picture of Panama canal and the locks and the water was rising and
rising so it can go to the next level and open up.
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Wisdom has hewed out seven pillars.
1.2 Depths
Paul: Stoichea are a cube within a cube within a cube. Ungodly elders, ungodly rulers, ungodly
powers. Cube has 6 sides. It is a place of torment. Other people have access to you and torment
you there. Their words can have power over you. You can say, ‘I don’t receive that word’.
In the past we’ve been wounded by the words of other people. It also sticks you in time.
That I might see you in the land of the living. You cannot connect to the Lord if you are in Sheol.
Pit tied to depression ? Forgetfulness root of amnesia, Alzheimer’s
Unresolved grief can lead us into Sheol.
Job 14:13, Psalm 6:5 – you cannot be thankful in Sheol. Psalm 16:10
Sheol – extreme mourning (unresolved grief). Italians – the women dressin black when people
die. There is godly grieving cycle. Rebellion sends you ito sheol. Idolatry sends one into lowest
parts of sheol.
So many people see themselves there but they are also in a different place.
Jana: If one part of the body hurts the whole body is affected. The enenmy has the right to afflict
one part as if it is the whole. If you stub your toe, your whole body agonizes.
Paul: Aslan’s Place was stuck in ungodly depth. Countries can be placed in ungodly depth. The
proud go to sheol. Murder will lead you to sheol. 1 kings 2:6. Lewis Crompton was not in Sheol.
Youth are usually not in Sheol but the grey hairs are in sheol. Youth have great hope. Life killed
the dream I had. With the reality of life you end up in sheol. Gray hair goes down to sheol
because you get fed up with life. There is some youth that end up in sheol.
Job 26:5,6 sheol is in the depths under water. Psalm 16:10 pslam 30:3, pslam 49:15. There is no
honor is sheol.
When a friend comes unrighteouslyagainst us, he goes into sheol. There is pain in sheol psalm
116:3. Correction of a child keeps child out of sheol. Shoel is never full. There is no wisdom or
knowledge in sheol . agreements can be made with shoel isa 38:. Wisdom can keep us out of
sheol. Sin leads us into sheol. The lord can take us out of sheol.
What we are doing is not working.

2.0 Net, Quadrants

2.1 The Net, the Four Quadrants
We are all tethered together.
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Rhonda: Isa 24:16 - 22
Paul: An ungodly star has manifested. It is brown and black.
Raylene: the godly star in me activated when the ungodly star landed.
[Angel 9:36AM]
Raylene: I come with a spirit of revelation for this time and day. And I come to claim the
chambers of your heart. The heart is evil and wicked beyond imagination. Guard your heart above
all things for out of it flows the well spring of life. You have been tied to the horns of an ungodly
altar. It has been set in place for the Ancient of Days - to take My people captive and hold them
against their will and in time their hearts became wicked also, defiled.
I will untie the tethers and you will hold onto the horns of My altar and in doing so I will cleanse
your heart and make the chambers strong and rip the curtain beween the chambers and there you
will enter into the Holy of Holies.
There is a whirlwind coming, an ungodly whirlwind coming and if you are not anchored in me
and holdng onto me and safe in the Holy of Holies it will rip you from your place and I tell you
not to allow yourself to be moved to the left or the right but shod your feet in me. Hold fast your
position and I will help you to stand. In that day men will look at you in amazement knowing that
there is not a way that [you could do it in the natural]
[I see a wormhole that is purple and we are going down and it is like a ride. I go to the left and
then bright lights we are going deeper and deeper and I see constellations in the deep.]
Paul: This is an ungodly constellation
Raylene: I see the moon, constellations and stars. My head hurts. I’ll take you past that. Now its
blue - there’s echoes all around me and it’s a blue–gray and its not good. There’s nets in the deep.
There are caverns and the caverns have eyes looking out from them.
[Looking toward Barbara.] There is light . I will show you the light - my spirit of revelation. I
will take you into the deep and show you the way. Let me hold your heart I’ve written my name
on your heart and I hold your heart. No one can remove it from my hand but it is upto you to
guard it. It is upto you to protect it. It is up to you to watch over it with diligence.
But this is the time. This is the time for the spirit of revelation to fall upon all men. It is already in
your heart. I’ve already planted it into your heart. You have to dig in your heart in the depths
because there is a wellspring within your heart. The depths for life and revelation and I will
eliminate it now. Follow me. Follow me. Follow me. Don’t be afraid. Don’t be afraid. The enemy
cannot harm you, not with Me holding you.
We are going through these evil places in the depth like a tunnel but we don’t have to be afraid...
There are stones in the Depths, stones in the depths, counterfeit stones, captive stones. There are
treasures, stones in the Depths. I want you to mine them - hidden secrets. [I can almost reach
them but not quite.]
[Raylene kneels] It’s a map - a treasure map - treasures of the deep, treasures of the deep. You
will mine them. Yo u will take them up. There’s four places. (four quadrants). Explore. Now its
green.
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Paul: Is this the missing stone?
[Now we are going up. Ther’s a lot of light. I see what appears to be a star, a bright light of the
sun.]
[Paul feels righteous star]
Paul: We got the word that the Star would give us the revelation.
Raylene: Its coming closer, closer, brighter and brighter. How much do you want? It’s yours. It’s
yours. Now its purple again. Four caverns. There is black around them but they are purple.
Follow me follow me. It’s is taking us into the top right. It’s a pocket.
Paul: Dale saw the quadrants. There is something wrong with the top right. In Star Trek, the top
right quadrant - the Delta Quadrant is where the Borg is . Dale said there was a problem in the
delta quadrant.
Raylene: Its in the DNA. Its in the DNA. The strands are reversed. The strands are reversed.
It’s upside down. There’s lots of weight, heavy weight. It’s meant to break your back. The answer
is in the heart. Turn it around. It’s not that hard. Turn it around. Ask me and I’ll flip the switch.
[Raylene is turning something clockwise with her hand]
It’s like another hold. I keep hearing Alice in Wonderland.
Paul: dream I had. In my dream I saw what looked like something was invisible flickering and a
rabbit pops up. All of a sudden all these people come out and they are going to a party - they were
dressed in in Victorian clothes.
Raylene: [Something is ] pulling my leg. Down we go - it is a spiral . It is spiraling faster and
faster. We’ve popped through the other side. I see flowers, bright sun, a meadow. Someone is
calling us, calling us to the table. Come and sup with me. But we cannot reach it…. Yes you can.
I’ll pull the chair up for you.
Paul: Alice in Wonderland is at a table.
Raylene: I’ll prepare a feast for you in the presence of your enemies and you’ll sup with me. I
have a plan. You are not alone. You haven’t seen anything yet. It’s going to get more fun. I have
more for you. Will you follow? Will you follow?
Paul: His faithful follower I will be is a hymn.
Raylene: He is reversing the spinning [She turns something in an anticlockwise direction]. He is
reversing the curse, unwinding the cord. I call you to rest because if you don’t rest you don’t let
me do it. Are you ready to go? Number 2. We are going up. Shot into the second quadrant. Top
left [gamma] This hurts on left side of my head. [holds her temple]
Barbara: Eph 4:8
Paul: Dale got that we were supposed to be
It’s a play on words. Its about the temple, also the temple on the left side of the head.
Paul: The temple area is the area of spirituality. When they look at Christians’ brains, it is white
up here on the brain.
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Here is Jana’s word
I’m revealing the dragon, the dragon’s lair.
The eyes of the heart are to be enlightened. This is the only way to find Him. Find the stones, find
the pathway. The Chancellor [Melchizedek] will lead you to to the true way. Release the captives.
The eyes are the key. If you see the true value they will be set free. Go through the Garden -from
where you came. It is your true destination that you will claim.
Melissa: I have a vison of a tightrope under the ocean but all the people are on it and rubber band
got stronger and flung people to the surface. Releasing from the dark.
Jana: I’m revealing the dragons’ the dragons’ lair. Your treasures held captive but for you it will
be revealed. It’s the heart that holds the answer. Deep is for up. Do your trading with the chief
Chancellor. The lion is at the base of the mountain which is under water but will spring up like a
fountain.
Barbara: The echoes are the echoes of time. It is about setting the captives free.
Raylene: There’s fire on the temple and the temple of my head. It’s hot, it’s fire. The star is
activated - it is for protection to go into the depths and it’s a stretch. You can’t get there without
stretching to set the captives free. There’s something about the chambers of the heart that He
want to rip and rent. There’s a part that is not supposed to be there. It needs to be rent. (the upper
right quadrant). It’s a distortion of man. [left atrium]
There is a distortion in our physical heart, there is a distortion in the spiritual heart there is a
distortion. The distortion of man, the number of man has been tainted by witchcraft. I see the
embryos in the very beginning stages – a bunch of embryos. It’s the number of man. There’s
something in the wings waiting to be born. It is not good. Its out in the right.
Ask me and I will change it. I will turn it around. I’ll turn it around for my glory. I see blood red
blood - all the still born masses. My heart beats for them. Not my plan. Not my plan.
Paul: I feel the ungodly star again.
Raylene: Ask Me for your inheritance.
It is twisting our leg again. Free us Lord free us from the entrapment. It’s the tether. The tether
goes down your side to your foot.
[Paul feels a tether down the leg and around the ankle for everyone. It is on both legs.]
Raylene: It is to trip the others. It is to trip up unity.
Paul: It is like a chain gang. The chains are onnecting all of us.
Raylene: It is to trip unity, a trip mechanism
Laura: It is a net.
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Paul: It is the net. This is the net. The net is a place in the ungodly depth.
Amy Beth: The Lord was leading us out of captivity. I have a sense of us all being chained
together. It was about feelings. As I walked through the water the coldness was overcoming me
but we were all chained together, two abreast. The Lord was saying, ‘Just keep your eyes upon
me. Don’t pay attention to your emotions. Just keep your eyes. On me.’
Paul: Job 18:5-21
The church model is an hierarchy. We are connected by heart to each other with Christ as the
head. What is coming against us in unity is the ungodly net.
Barbara: On a family tree we are connected back to Adam, nd in this hierarchy this tree we need
to be connected to the Lord.
Paul: Psalm 9:3, psalm 10:9 [poverty is tied to the net.] Psalm 25:14, Psalm 31:4, 35:7, 56, 57:6.
Net seems to be tied to pit. Psalm 66:11
Amy Beth: Melchizedek appeared to Abraham after he’d gone after Lot after he’d been led
captivity.
Paul: The net is in Psalm 140:5, Prov 1:15, 29:5, ecc 9:12, isa 51:20, lam 1:13, eze 12:13, eze
17:20, eze 19:8, eze 32:2,3, Hosea 5:1, 7:12, Micah 7;2, Habakkuk 1:15
Barbara: We were going through the darkness and could see the ungodly constellations,
counterfeit stones – fool’s gold.
Paul: Where your heart is, there will be treasure.
Barbara: Psalm 53:1 – the fool says in his heart there is no God. The true treasure is Jesus. Even
if we are caught in the net we are safe. There’s this problem that we have in the Body of Christ.
We are terrified of things that have no power over us.
Barbara: Persis says that this has to do with the salvation of Israel when the Lord restores the
fortunes of his people.
Paul: The root of alchemy is to get the sorceror’s stone. A side aspect was to change base metals
into gold. We’ve been getting these words about mercury – there was this movie or novel in
which they had developed a machine underground in which they changed atomic number by 1 .
Mercury has atomic number that is 1 higher than gold. If you change the atomic number by 1 you
get gold. Pt is on the other side. It is more valuable than gold. In Star Trek they always refer to
carbon based lifeforms – 6 is carbon.
Deborah: Eyes were the people who didn’t hang onto god – they were still in captivity.
Karen: 2 weeks ago I had this dream. There ‘s this atmosphere felt like a carnival on one hand –
an excitement in the air and the other hand that there was a lot of work.
Paul: you just described us.
Karen: Michael and Brandon wanted this toy. They kept asking about this toy. I kept seeing that
there was this evil toy – the Dark Knight. This other Christian company made this toy to
counteract that so the boys wanted that and the commercial played about the new toy but the
commercial wasn’t allowed to play. It is a pink bunny.
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Paul: Brain Gamma waves. Persis is seeing that in the Depth there is an evil controller that is
doing something to us – gamma wave power. What do gamma waves oscillate at?
Amy Beth: Low frequency when you meditate. It is spiritual. The longer Buddhist monks
meditated the longer the waves went out.
Paul: [Discerning on participant] Beta and gamma waves are not okay. alpha and theta are all
right.
David: Mercury disrupts the beta waves. It affects all senses.
2 Cor 4:3,4
[Angel 11:41]
Melissa: Its in the deep darkness. You need to shine the light. You need to dig deeper. The key is
in the deep to unlock the treasures.
Raylene: The Lord wants to rent between Right and Left – 4 quadrants of brain and heart.
[Ryan puts up picture of the 4 quadrants. This is not the picture that Raylene got]
Gamma delta
Alpha beta
[Raylene sees gamma on top right]
Beta gamma
Raylene: God wanted to tear down divider between quadrants.
Paul: Has gamma been isolated when it wasn’t supposed to be isolated?
AmyBeth: Man closed off his own heart in the Garden and started to cover himself. The heart
must have changed and the brain.
Paul: Lord are gamma and theta supposed to be united? Yes.
Barbara: Going back to the origin I knew I had to go back to the place of my birth. There was
something really important about me being there at the place of my birth. I found the ebiggest
trees I could and anointed them and prayed in tongues.
Paul: [Reading]Theta 4-7 hz REM sleep, hypnosis and lucid dreaming border between conscious
and subconscious world. We can influence power of subconscious - can connect to the divine and
manifest changes in material world.
Gamma 40+ hz and brain stays on hyper alertness. Perception and integration of sensory input. It
has to do with time.
Theta healing technique is about moving back and forth between theta and gamma state.
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AmyBeth: It is called EMDR which can access memories. Access the different sides of the brain
– the right and then the left hemisphere – release feelings out of right and out of left gets the
words and information. They don’t do as much EMDR right now.
Participant: In New Age they seek the theta sleep (the twilight sleep). Theta and Gamma will be
two extremes. Theta would be the deepest and gamma the highest. Theta is the lowest and gamma
is the higest.
Paul: It’s all about your thinking. We are bouncing back and forth between righteous and
unrighteous star. It is about Elijah. How long will ye halt between two opinions? It is passivity
Melissa: Gamma waves are the fastest of the brain wave frequencies. Individuals diagnosed with
ADD or ADHD have too much theta activity (low frequency) and not enough high gamma and
beta activity.
Heather: Sounds like what the Body of Christ is going through spiritual (ADD).
Paul: We need to enter into the rest. We are too busy. We are all gamma oriented instead of being
theat oriented.
Melissa: use the theta brian wave technique to acess the subconscious mind. When using the theta
healing technique the brain is moving back and forth betwen theta and gamma.
Raylene: Multi tasking is a distortion of the enemy to the Body of Christ. Major corporations are
spending billions on mistakes
Paul: I felt a huge angel when driving back home.
Raylene: New regional angel.
Amybeth: Angel has a pair of scales in his hand.
Paul: I feel the chain on my ankle tighten
Raylene: justice for the region.
Karen: I am bringing new order. Things will be rearranged. It’s time for things to be put in My
order. I’m tearing down the order of man
Paul: I feel dimensional shifting. I feel Kairos time on this angel. It is like Kairos time is linked
with this angel. I feel Kairos like a sparkling on my head – like something being put into right
time. Lord is this region shifting into right time? Lord how big is this region Lord?
AmyBeth: East Coast to the West Coast. (lots of confirmation on this)
Barbara: The scales of justice are a national symbol.
Heather: It has to do with the judicial system.
Conrad: An appt was made to the Supreme Court recently
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Paul: Lord, have you released justice? Yes.
Barbara: Liberty and Justice
Karen: A new release of My power, fresh waves of My glory You will move in it. I’m going to
rearrange your thinking and give you the Mind of Christ. This is a weighty thing but I will teach
you to walk in it. Look to Me for your strength. Keep your eyes on Me. Keep your mind on Me. I
will direct you.
Paul: I looked up the hymn ‘He leadeth me’
Sarah:[Seeing the waters.] Sea to shining sea. The angel has a measuring rod and the glory will
reach across the land and God will get the glory in this land. This land is My land.
[Sarah is travailing.]
This land was God’s land. It was sold to the enemy. Who sees My heart for these people, this
land, this land? My light will shine out from this land. The land will receive justice again. Come
those who have no hope. The light will reach to the darkest corners. There will be light again.
Who sees My heart for the people? I bear My people in My hand. I bear them in My heart.
Barbara: And there was a day when a decree went out from Caesar Augustus that all the world
will be taxed and you know the story – My son came and as it was in the end and ever shall be –
Jesus is coming back. Stay alert. Stay alert. Open your eyes and you will see the glory of God.
My sense is that this is about being alert, watching the signs of the times, everything from a
gentle breeze to a mighty gust of wind, everything from something that is happening nationally or
internationally on the news to something that is happening in a family or individual. The signs of
the times are everywhere. As we look we will see prophecy unfold. It will not look like what we
expected it to look like. I’m seeing a cry that is going out throughout the land. It is a bugle cry.
It’s calling troops. It’s calling an army together. It’s the people of God who are called by My
name.
Paul: The definition of justice is the maintenance of what is just by the partial adjustment of
conflicting claims (the pendulum, the scales). God is the true judge and distributes true justice.
Barbara: You are used to seeing justice with a blindfold. Justice is not blind. I am the living God
and I see it all. My justice wil be seen and it is not blind. My light will shine into darkness and the
truth will be made evident.
Paul: What is coming is very weighty. I can feel the intensity of the message.
Heather: Paul I’m feeling and I’m looking and I’m seeing. I’m seeing the Quuen of Sheba, the
apostles, I’m seeing Yeshua. He’s giving me something for his people. As I come standing in
your place. I’m seeing the scale. It’s whitish color and it’s like a lot of scrolls. I think I’m
supposed to give it to you first and other people in the room. I’m hearing the word ‘Are you
ready?’
This is holy. This is so holy. This is something we’ve never had before. I’m hearing ‘The
unfinished work of My people – our forefathers. It must be done in righteousness. No weapon
formed against you shall prosper. Do not look to the left or to the right. I’m going to be the author
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and finisher of your faith. Man, woman and child must carry on. I’m hearing the work of the
apostles - to Jerusalem and the Arab nations, to Africa. I’m turning eastward, , India, China. It
must be done. Who will come, purify yourselves as never before. Carry My love, carry My light ,
My anointing. I see the word England. Europe . Conrad, get My people ready. It’s not by chance
you are here. I’ve made you big for a reason. Hold the anointing. It is coming. Stay close to Paul.
You call yourselves American? You are greater than American. You are My children. And the
gates of hell will not prevail against the church. It’s like a roar. Well done My good and faithful
servants. It is a fate word to decree over us, to decree over all of us, every last one because all of
us desire to hear that declared over us.
Barbara: This is the day of your salvation. So often you have cried out across this land, ‘Lord
save this nation.’ So often you have asked why for the sake of just 10 Lord you would do it. Lord
there are more than 10 on their knees. For the sake of believers who have prayed and prayed and
prayed and prayed this is the day of your salvation and the day that the prayers of the saints
throughout the world – that the bowl is being poured out. This is the day of your salvation that the
light in America is rekindled and that your light will again shine. My word is true and it was not a
lie when I said ‘ If My people who are called…’ This is the day that your land is being delivered.
Paul: We are oscillating between the godly star and the ungodly star. 3 seconds is the time to
swing from godly to ungodly star.
[Reads Jana’s word]; The eyes of the heart are to the enlightend. Find the stones, find the
pathway. The chancellor melchizedek.
Paul: [To Heather] I felt like you were standin in the light of Melchizedek.
[Jana’s word] Release the captives. Your eyes are the key. Go through the garden from where
you came. It is your true destination that you will claim when you reverse the breastplate. The
DNA has been manipulated. Don’t deal with ungodly sons until you know the order of
Melchizedek . He is the head of traing at the tribunal. Know your position to make your decision.
6 is key.
Paul: Now we are going to do radical stuff again. In Hebrew the serpent is the shining one. That’s
the correct interpretation. Is it possible that there was a contamination of DNA at that point.
Between Eve and the shining one. By geneisis 6 the sons of god has relations with sons ofmen.
Amybeth: Something is pulsing in my hand.
Barbara: My hand is pulsing.
Paul: This is the white stone.
Mary beth: the lord was remidnding me about 2 cor 10:4
What is frequency of emerald? 528Hz. That is the love frequency. Purple is 20hz, self noise.
Paul: A woman had a dream in Hayward. She walks into a bathroom – deliverance, there is a
woman who has 2 heads. There’s this tall man an angel. – he takes a sword and goes down with
his sword and an entity is separated out from the body. Everybody had 2 heads.
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Romans 7:24
Intermingling of the DNA. We have been contaminated. That is the weaving of an ungodly entity
into us. The head is on the right side. Lord give me a sword. I cut off the body of death.
Amybeth: I heard ‘Goodbye double mindedness’
Paul: I look at word righteous. It is acting in accordance with divine law. Morally right decision.
This is all about being caught between two decisions. Indignation is also tied to that. I’m still
oscillating back and forth.
Ezekiel 28 –Tyre was centre of world wide trading. They traded the souls of men.
Greek translation says that there were 12 stones on ephod and 2 on shoulder. There is a key here.
This all about the DNA. Lucifer was put in charge and he was the covering for these stones.
When he fell, did he take the stones with him?
Amybeth: I had a vision on the first day she came. I saw the stones in my hand. Those are the
fiery stones. What It looked like were bamboo pipes you blow on – like a pan flute. I could feel it
- they were all on my hand.
Paul: Lucifer asks for the generations in a trade. Present gratification for a deal with Lucifer. The
next generations are born into debt. This is like futures trading in the market. I am contending that
we are to be blessed so the Kingdom of God can prosper.
What happens in Year of Jubilee? All debts are cancelled. It is a spiritual principle. All we do is
claim all the years of jubilee in our family line and we declare all debts cancelled.
Conrad: We do exactly on a country level that has been done on a personal level. We have
excessive deficit level spending on a country level and putting our generations to debt. We cannot
exploit the coloniges anymore. That has now come to an end so we do it on behalf of future
generations. It is about bringing back the wealth to the countries. The trading is so complex –
trading back the walth to the countires.
AmyBeth: Gen 14:21
Paul: Melchizedek is tied to defeat of God’s enemies.
Abraham didn’t enter inot a bad deal with Sodom. Because of his obedience, the Lord gives him
a promise and cuts covenant.
Barbara: Gen 14:11. As soon as the Lord gives a promise. The enemy tries to steal it away. We
have to stand and not allow
[Angel 4:24 PM]
Jana:What I’ve been shaking is the Tabernacle to its foundation. I will rise it up in three days for
my tabernacle is with men. For my servant’s sake David, I will rebuild the Tabernacle of David –
for the Son has not taken the throne of David – not as yet.
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This is a people to be prepared for millennium reign. You are on the right journey. You are on the
right path. Ask for wisdom. Wisdom dressed the priest. Wisdom designed the tabernacle.
Wisdom cries out where the paths meet at every door and every gate. Come in here. Even the
naïve will be wise and wisdom is justified by her children.
For you’ve known when to cry you’ve known when to laugh. Your inheritance is rich. A portion
of your inheritance is in the spiritual DNA, the greater inheritance has been given to the sons of
men but there’s a contamination on the spiritual as well as the soul. For even a portion defiles the
whole body.
An ungodly agreement and covenant was made with the ungodly sons of god by the spirit of man
- for who knows the mind of man except the spirit of man. This is why you’ve been given the
spirit of god who knows the mind of God so you may discern. They are spiritually discerned by
wisdom, not persuasive words but the spirit of power.
There was an ungodly covenant and you have dealt with the flesh and you’ve deal with the soul
but the spirit still pulls to an ungodly abode of offspring who are waiting in that holy and pure .
They comingled with the flesh and the spirit becase of the decision of man. You already had all
that was needed from since before time. This is why He was crucified before the foundations. I
won’t give up. That is mine. It is a holy habitation. It must be perfect in every way.
This other quadrant has a spiritual application to the ungodly DNA connection.
Paul: Is it possible that we have a quadruple helix, 2 physical, one soul, one spirit.
Pastor: The tabernacle is that of the body. Perfecting holiness in the fear of the Lord.
Conrad: The Tabernacle of David is connected with worship. It is significant in connection with
what we had this morning that it is a quadrant that is a spiritual. It was done in 3 days. So it
should be finished by Friday.
Dale: Create in me a clean heart and renew a right spirit within me.
Paul: We have 23 chromosomes – 46 altogther. Why don’t we have 24 ? Its an odd number. Apes
have 24 chromosomes.
Amybeth: There is something in the middle of the room. It is righte here and it is swirling. It has
atoms , electrons and protons.
Paul: It is an atom. It is one living stone. Lord are the living stones atoms?
Paul: I got the Potter’s Wheel. I think the living stone has a message. Mimi had a word from a
living stone about a cube in a cube in a cube was a living stone. Wisdom is going to give a
message.
Amybeth: Deeper still, deeper still, deeper still. Where were you when I laid the foundations?
Where were you when the morning stars sang in the skies? Where were you when I rode
Leviathan in the deep? Where were you? Where were you man? Humble yourselves. Humble
yourselves .Where were you when I formed you in the depths of the earth? Where were you when
I placed each star in the sky? Where were you when I sent the wild ass into the mountain? Where
were you? Where were you? Humble yourselves. Repent of your pride. Where were you?
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Barbara: Is it possible that adam and eve traded the chromosome for the tree of knowledge of
good and evil ? which would have corrupted both the physical and spiritual DNA.
Paul: What would happen if we had the 24th chromosome..
Jana: looking at this word 2 sam 14:20
Barbara: What goes around comes around. Round and around. And around and round. Think in
circles. Jewish thought. We’ve not been taught to think that way.
Paul: Elijah is here. He is standing right here. It is a spiritual hearing aid. IF we are seated on the
right hand of God, He speaks in our left ear.
Malachi 4:5
Is it possible that Elijah has come to turn the hearts of us the children to our Jewish fathers? The
first manifestation of Melchizedek was Abraham.
Amybeth: He ahas an hour glass in his hand. He is holding something in his other hand.
Paul: he is turning the heart. The heart is stuck in the ungodly depth. It is a portion of the heart.
We’ve now gone full circle. A portion of our heart is stuck in ungodly depth and he wants to turn
our heart

3.0 Chambers, Priests, Blessing of Abraham
Paul: Dream last night. A man who I have greatest respect for – traditional evangelical church.
He said, ‘we need to get more and more people in the church. More and more numbers.’ I told
him with great love ‘This is probably not the right attitude’.
This is about the love of God for the Church.
Becky: I had a dream that a volcano about to erupt and we all knew we had to get away from
where it was going to erupt. We saw boulders coming out [fiery stones] in advance of volcano. It
started to erupt. I’m thinking, ‘Lord I’m coming home.’ In front of where the volcano was
erupting a door opened and He said, ‘Come on through’.
Barbara: I had a dream about the grace and mercy of God. There were three individuals who
conspired to steal the treasure that had been hidden away in home of the owner. It was the Father
and Son and Spirit who owned the house. There was an ongoing plot by the three people to
secretly steal away the treasures of the Father. The three were in a place very high – office way
up on a mountain. Man was corrupting the wiring in an electrical box.
The Lord knew what they were doing. He knew that we were doing it undercover and He allowed
us to uncover. We were seated at a table with them. The Father pulled out a knife and put the
knife behind my neck and said, ‘Who wants to start talking?’ . He withheld the knife and in a
short period the three were continuing with their plots and schemes and He was freely giving the
treasures. I knew that the grace and mercy and longsuffering willing to let us go through it and we
are trying to get it all until we realize that it is already ours.
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Conrad: Jeremiah 39:7 ties to 2 Cor 4:4, Jer 40:1-4
Paul: Steven got the word the star chambers.
Melissa: Star chamber (Wikipedia def) was an English court of law. Court sessions were held in
secret, with no indictments, no right of appeal, no juries, and no witnesses. Evidence was
presented in writing. Over time it evolved into a political weapon and became a symbol of the
misuse and abuse of power by the English monarchy and courts.
Paul: We are in the Lord’s star chambers where there is no appeal.
Laura: It is outside of the law.
Paul: Justice showed up yesterday. Is this the final solution? We need to appropriate the blood.
Barbara (on Net): There is a movie called star chamber made in 1983.
Heather: Diplomatic immunity.
Paul: The Seven Spirits are here (from Isaiah 11. We go to where they are when they show up.
[There is also a door in the center of the room]
Barbara: What is this evil, that thinks it is bigger than I am. Paul’s right. It is a lie and there is
nothing in the heavens, upon the earth that can exalt itself above the Lord Most High. Nothing
can exatlt itself above one who sits on the throne, above Lord Jesus who sits at My right hand,
above the Spirit of the Living God and above you who are seated in Christ at My right hand in
heavenly places.
You do not know how much authority you have. Church, wake up. Step into your place of
authority and there will be nothing that can stand against you. Why do the nations rage and the
people plot a vain thing.. [Barbara reads Psalm 2] And yes, there has been a time of longsuffering
and patience but heed this word. His wrath is quickly kindled
Raylene: I told you ask for your inheritance. Again I tell you ask for your inheritance. It is yours.
I feel elders. It has been recorded that you will receive your inheritance no maMter what the evil
one says, the lies and the courtrooms have permeated what you believed. It is yours. He cannot
stop you. I decree that the evidence is not enough. A full pardon, a new day has dawned and there
will be an eruption of justice and My love will cover as it pours out what you’ve been waiting for.
Karl: A spiritual being says, ‘Give me your plans. Give me your plans.’ and he’s got them in a
seive and he is shaking them and he is shifting the big chunks - the motivations, desires and he is
stepping on the stuff that has come through the seive and he is scooping and shifting and tossing
over his shoulder whatever goes through the seive. I will direct and purity your plans and I will
make the plans for you and for the purpose.
Paul: Lord I give you all my plans . Lord would you sift them? Lord I want your desire to be in
my heart. The desires of my heart are your desire. No more plans, schemes , rules, objectives.
Let your way be in me. He leadeth me. Lord we want that. Lord we admit that our plans are not
working. They have failed. Lord we want your plans – your justice, your righteousness, your
healing, your deliverance, your ways for you are God and we acknowledge that right now. Lord
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we believe and help us in our unbelief. Lord we’ve been taught how to make it happen and Lord
it is not working. Lord we say ‘We give it to you. Lord you have it your own way.
Heather: Lord let our paths be plain, not crooked, totally integrity with you Lord.
Becky: My dream is continuing. The door was an invitation to do it his way. I’m seeing the gold,
the treasures. I’m seeing anointings and giftings athat we haven’t picked up.
Heather: Satan and his bride had the gold.
Paul: In SRA the woman is married to Satan maybe around the age of 6. These peole say, ‘I am
the Queen of Heaven’ and a part of them believes that they are the Queen of Heaven. One lady
said ‘I am the Queen of Heaven’ and I knew that this was tied to the net. It is not the Queen of
Heaven. It is a system. The queen is the feminine expression of God.
Lucifer is trying to find a feminine expression for his godhead. He needs the agreement, the unity.
All these alters thought they were the Queen of Heaven but they were part of the evil network in
their abuse. We believe that they are the one part of the system. That is the wife of Lucifer. It is a
system,
Karen: Justin says that the shackles are about the heart. The chains equal the world’s brand or
perception of unity.
Paul: We come down to the lowest common denominator of unity – we compromise. ‘But we
can’t move too fast because we cannot bring the people with us.’ We dumb down everybody. The
institutional church – it is all like a chain gang. The people are going along with the group
consensus grudingingly because there are expectations but we are doing it out o fman and the
system.
Paul: We are critical of pastors because of the numbers but the people want to belong to
something big. We can all say, ‘I belong to a 10000 member church’
Barbara: I had another frightening dream. It is a word for each of us. It is an individual word not
a corporate word - the reason the door is facing a different direction is that there is a fork. Slow
down you move too fast. You’ve got to make the morning last. I went off the freeway too fast and
my car flipped over and I got crushed. It is important that we go through this door in God’s
timing. Each one of us individually needs to wait and get right in the Lord and figure out if there
is anything that is needed.
Conrad: Rev 13:16 – 18. We have had man’s number
Paul: There was a mist of Islam covering Aslan’s Place and US. I was in a cab in Singapore and
the driver had all this Arabic and I said, ‘tell me about your god’ he said ‘We pray a sentence
every day from the Koran and there are 666 sentences in the Koran’ It has almost taken over
Europe. They have now conquered Europe by passivity and PC.
Laura: The net is made out of chains – of gold chains that the Lord was going to build. The
chain ties the ephod to the body. This is the link that we’ve been looking for to release us from
the depths.
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Melissa: I have an article from CNN about scientists discovering a volcano in deepest part of the
ocean and there was gold in there. This is the deepest known volcano ever in the ocean.
Becky: On mother’s day there was such oppression. 2 people almost hit my vehicle. Men were
blocking me with their carts in the supermarkets. It feels like an Islam curse against women.
Pastor Harry: I believe the door is stillness – deep calm of God’s spirit.
Participant: We need to repent for not caring about Israel.
Raylene: My blood pressure is really high. Becky’s dream about volcano - the world system that
we are chained to is causing our hearts to put out the wrong pressure, the world system and the
pressure that is on us. The door releases us from that. My sister’s blood pressure was 197 this
morning
Paul: It is about our thinking. Are we going ot break the power of our thinking today? Should we
go into a chamber? The liver and kidneys is tied to blood pressure
Raylene: It is the building pressure of the world system to erupt. If we don’t change it it is not
good. We were retaining water out of not knowing where to put it. Is the Lord going to allow us
to take that water and put it in a place of cleaninsg before we go through the door?
David: The bands and cord in Psalm 2 may be our DNA.
Raylene: The cords are on the feet, the chains are on the side.
Barbara: Blood pressure is all about the heart, the heart is having to put out pressure to circulate
the blood. We need to go into the chamber of God’s heart.
Paul: Gen 4 – Larua said they were iron chains. Contamination of iron may have affected the
DNA. Epigenetics is influence of things in generational line that carry to next generation.in time
they observed that if there was a famine in one generation, the next generation lived longer. If
there was plenty, the next generation does not live as long because they overate.
Lamech is epitome of evil. Enoch was epitome of righteousness.
Laura: Iron can be polluted. The liver filters the blood. There is iron in every single cell of the
body. Iron is magnetic. Our polarity is upside down. Our iron in our body is defiled. Our polarity
is messed up. Our feet are planted on ground in right alignment. Jesus said, ‘When I am lifted up,
all men are drawn to me’. The chains around the leg are iron. Gen 4 – man is being killed by an
iron weapon. Almost all weapons of warfare have iron in them. We all of us have ancestors who
have killed with iron weapons
Barbara: If you have too much iron it can kill you. If you have too little it is anaemic.
Paul: Job 33:23-28
Lord would You take us to the chamber of Your heart where you can deal with this ungodly net.
I think we are going down deeper. I’m in this heavy deep sea diving suit. It is very, very dark. It
is about the deep things of God, the unsearchable ways of God. We are drawn into the emotional
God. The door is on the left of Raylene and is the door into His heart. We are walking in the
ocean floor toward His heart.
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Raylene: We started counter clockwise, now we are going clockwise. We have lead boots on –
fuchsia..
Paul: There is an angelic sea-being. Amybeth sees a horn in his mouth. We are feeling the
circulating of the Lord’s blood
Barbara: Fuchia is blood mixed with light.
Jamar: Justified [Job 33] is justice. There is a connection between Christ’s blood and justice.
Paul: There is a place of quiet repose near to the heart of God.
Raylene: We are being cleansed - setting it right. Setting it straight.
AmyBeth: He is making our hearts like His heart.
Steven: Like a washing machine spinner.
David: There is a fountain filled with blood
Paul: We’ve moved through a different chamber. Now I feel deliverance taking place. I feel evil
coming off. I’m vibrating waist down.
Heather: Deliverance is coming off waist and legs.
Job 33:33
Jamar: Song 1:1-17 – the chamber
Barbara: reference to dark skin could refer to our tainting.
Christina: I got the word dialysis which is cleansing of the blood.
Melissa: Psalm 7:9. The kidneys hold the emotions.
Paul: The cord has gone. I still feel the chains on my feet.
Raylene: There is something happening on the left side. The branch is growing up on our arm
further.
Barbara: Cord – ungodly umbilical cord circling ungodly blood
Raylene: It is now shifting to the right side.
Melissa and Heather: The reins are the kidneys. These are ungodly reins that control us.
Nancy: I the Lord test the reins of the heart.
There is another cord at the throat.
Paul: Purification of the senses.
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B: Parts of the body must come together to be in unity. This is a cleaninsg of all parts of the body.
Body cannot function if a part is disabled. This is about the cleaninsg o fhte bodies so your bodies
will be in unity and able to function.
Paul: [reads Dale’s word about reins and reigns]
Melissa: We have triangles with eyes near our right eye.
Paul: Shackle is off my left foot but not my right foot. [An ungodly shofar is discerned]
Barbara: When the ungodly shofar is removed, it is about the new sound.
Amybeth: There was a snake on the branch on my arm.
Paul: Righteous cods are being established.
[Angel 11:56AM]
Jana: My head is about to pop. I have a pain in my heart. We are coming into understanding the
body. I’m building on the old to make it new. Gates are dimensions, doors are rooms. I am
shutting and opening . The temple need to be cleansed.
It’s more expansive than you know. You are connected by righteousness, by the Order of
Melchizedek. Its the Abrahamic Covenant that shows you’ve been blessed. What you desire is
what you become. The network, the net are connections but there’s been illegal access without
exceptions. It’s all been for the seed. It’s all for the Word. It’s the revelation of the seed. That’s
why you saw eyes in the stones.
The star is needed to light your way. The enemy is stealing the seed of revelation. We’ve believed
that all we have is what somebody gives us. You have not known it’s already been given. We
have a perception of lack and coventousness has opened doors for the seed to be stolen. Any other
way has been a thief and a robber. The trading place is for what you worship. The seed that was
stolen has grown up to tares, fruitless. The seed of the freed woman is what you’ve been born
with and the seed given away is of the bondwoman.
Generationally the enemy knew he had to have access to the spiritual DNA, the revelatory Word,
your fruit. The network is that - the open dorors of covetousness for those who fear lack. You
don’t distill what’s been given. Stones are built upon. They are not stolen. Get the spiritual, get
the physical. It’s about your seeing. It’s about your knowing. That’s why wisdom is at every gate,
every door, every way. The Lord wants to take up the throne of your heart.
David: Psalm 91, Eph 3:14 – 20
[Angel 2:00 pm]
Rob: Saw an ancient gate. In the valley of the king we are in the eastern gate. I am shifting My
people into a new dimension from which I am releasing an ancient anointing from an ancient
well. The ancient anointing is coming up from generations past, from the King of kings from the
valley of the Kings so that we can rule and reign.
A new age is dawnin, a new era beginning. We are entering a deeper level of the age of the
Kingdom of God. The glory of the Lord is here. Power and might are here. The bright Morning
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Star is here. Stand to your feet. Arise and shine in dark places. Set the captives free. You are
being commissioned. A line of eternal warrior kings. They are created beings who are calling us
to the battle for men’s souls to rule and to reign, to take dominion, to be fruitful and multiply.
Drink from this ancient well. Receive power and might. Fight the good fight. There is a line.
There is a line Paul – ancient kings kneeling at an ancient gate, portal. They are here as priests to
bless us. Receive their blessing now. Rule and reign as kings of righteousness and peace along
with the King of Kings. I am realigning the lines. I am restoring the breaches and the generational
conduits.
I am the King of Kings and My kingdom shall expand to the four corners of the earth. Kneel in
the portal and receive a blessing of the kings and the priests. Acceleration is here for My kairos
time is here. I am doing a new thing. Do you not perceive it? An ancient well has opened, rivers
of living water are pouring forth. I have called My people to become a kingdom of priests and to
be kings to rule and reign with Me on the earth. You shall overcome the enemy.. The house of
david shall be built.
Pastor Harry: The glory of the Lord is being revealed and all flesh shall see it together for the
mouth of the Lord has spoke it.
[Dale sees high priest with priestly garments on.]
Pastor Harry: Glory is being revealed by the glorious one.
Paul: We’ve moved into a place in the godly depth that is very anointed. A being called Power
just showed up. Acts 1:7
Rob: Something in my right hand feels like a Scepter of Melchizedek. King of salem ancient of
Jerusalem or the valley of the kings. Gen 4:17
Rev 19:16
Paul: It feels like my phone is on vibrate on my right thigh when Melchizedek shows up. Psalm
110, Psalm 2, 1 Pet 2:4 – 9
Melissa: I just saw the pyramid completed with a capstone1 Pet 2:12
Paul: A big, warring angel just landed.
Rob: Isaiah 28:16
Jana: Look from the quarry from which you were hewn, from Abraham and Sarah. Birth from
the covenant. Establish your borders. Set your boundaries. This is the tabernacle, not made with
hands. If the Lord doesn’t build it, it will not stand.
Rhonda: I had a dream - an older African American woman – time to put away that slavery
mindset of old structures, the old way of thinking. It is this celestial currency. I fill you up for you
to deposit, not to withdraw from each other. The wealth of the kingdom to give away. I fill you
up. Its my mountain of gold, my mountain of old. Deposit, deposit, deposit. I will give for you
more. It is celestial currency. You are to give, not take away.
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Paul: It is the agreement of three in unity. 3 strand cord. This is the new cord. It is a musical
chord.
Zech 4:10
AmyBeth: Shout aloud woman of Zion. Shout aloud for your chains have been broken. Shout
aloud women for your chains have been broken . I raise you to a new place. I bring men and
women into balance. My church must come into balance. A great victory has sounded across
heavens and earth. Shout aloud, shout aloud. Raise your voices in one accord. Make music in
your hearts because your hearts are free. Your hearts are full. Your hearts are ready to receive
new life, new power, new love. The chamber has been rent. New openings, new openings.
Adjustments, adjustments. New bounds. Be still in alignment. I’ve shifted dimensions.
Constellations have realigned. Powers have fallen. Rejoice, rejoice oh Daughter of Zion.
Jana: It’s the well. Guard your heart, the boundaries, from it flows the well spring of life. I’m
sensing constellations – the emanance that is released from the dendrites in your thiking.
My sense was guarding the revelation.
Rhonda: Redemption on the woman’s line (Deborah leading men into battle)
Jana: Judges 5:11
Pastor Harry: Break out into song
Paul: Ungodly seraphim and ungodly fiery stones. Ungodly golden altar. He’s been forced to be
here. There are more than one
Pastor Harry: All the earth shall be filled with the glory of the Lord
Psalm 16:4
Paul: We need to repent for putting the bad stone to our lips. Ungodly leadership. Bad teaching.
AmyBeth: Lord we repent for all the ways that we’ve traded for all our generational line who has
traded their hearts, minds, gifts, family, neighbours for power in other dimensions. We repent that
we have sung to other gods and any other word or promise that we made to other gods. We repent
for any other oath or promise that we made to other gods. Lord would you cleanse our hearts and
minds. We reject these stones and we choose the stone that the builders refused
Jana: Lord we repent for desiring a position that is not ours, for coveting what is not ours.
Conrad: Lord on behalf of our churches and our businesses and on behalf of associations
ministries in this country and beyond and on behalf of all churches we repent for ungodly
leadership for bringing people into worship of man. On behalf of the USA we repent for all
ungodly leadership, for ruling according to our own wishes, for all worship of Mammon, for all
hard-heartedness toward other people, of taking money which does not belong to us. We repent
on behalf of these organizations and countries. We repent for taking these stones to our lips.
Paul: Conrad said this is the New Order of Melchizedek. Israel laid down the priesthood and it
was given to a tribe of Levi.
May 6th someone saw the Eye of Horus missing from the dollar bill.
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Barbara: The Levites had to live by faith. To be called to be a priest is to live by faith.
Melissa: We had gold and ended up trading it for paper money. We traded our birthright
Paul: You go up to Jerusalem form all directions Psalm 118: 19 – 23.
Barbara: We’ve gone down to go up.
[We read Hebrews 7]
When a father blessed a son, he could place his hand under the thigh.
Jamar: The blessing in the loins is the opposite of the trading of Lucifer (I want it right now).
Paul: Yes, we are trading our children’s blessing for immediate gratification.
[Angel 4:17 pm]
Rob: Melchizedek blessed Abraham and Abraham became father of a multitude. I am blessing
Abrham’s seed in this hour. It is the wealth of blessing passing down generational line through
centuries to my people in this hour. Receive this blessing to reach the nations ofthie earth.
Receive the kingdom. [I’m feeling the back of my head the star very intense.]
This is tied to to evangelism as to a lamp shining in a dark place until the day dawns and the
morning star arises in our hearts. Lord, thank you for the new day, the dawning. I feel everyone
has to stand to drink from the well. The portal is opening right now. Father we thank you for the
blessing of Melchizedek that is released to us centuries later and we drink of that well.
It’s almost like united with the sword.
Rob: I take the sword of the Lord, someone of Jewish ancestry and I release to you the anointing
to rule and reign and to take dominon as the father blessed the people Gen 1.26, 28, Be fruitful
and multiply and as the Father blessed noah. Melchizedek blessed Abraham, I release to you the
Blessing of Abraham in Jesus’ name to multiply take dominion, to rule, the valley of shamar the
valley of rule.
Receive your spheres for evangelism. You are being set apart for such a time as this. There is an
angel here to remove your shame. Lord please remove the shame off us and place upon you the
true mantle that God has called us to walk in as sons and daughers of the most high God. Lord
please remove the shame that is come against us all the way back to Adam.
[Melissa is seeing the ephod.]
Amybeth: Pssalm 34:5
Rob: Evangelism is burning with sensation. My sense is that the Lord has released into our midst
angels that gather. Matt 14. The Lord is saying, ‘Gather my lost ones to my barns. You shall be
my witnesses to the ends of the earth with power and might.’
Paul; Lord please remove our shame so we can step into our positions as priests of the Most High
God.
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Rhonda: A place of transparency as he strips us of the shame before we get new clothes. We
agree with the false garments. There is a place of nakedness before the Lord will clothe us. We
have to be willing to be in that place.
Rob: The son of righteousness is here
Paul: Zech 3. Vs 10 is about evangelism.
Rob: This is how it was always supposed to be.
Paul: It became the clergy and the laity and everyone else was thinking about it and talking about
it. Lord I receive your clothing. Lord cloethe me as a priest.
Rob: Priestly garment we bless others. Also the garments of kings.
Conrad: The Royal Priesthood.
Leyla: Rev 1:6
Steven: received a robe with a seal. Set me as a seal on your heart.
Ann: You shall go inot all the world and preach the gospel -each and every one of you. In
different ways, different manners for I have ordained it this day. Your sphere of influence has
doubled in size. The enemy is defeated. The enemy is defeated. This day you shall rule and reign
as priests in My kingdom. Rejoice. This is one of the days you’ve been waiting for, praying for,
rejoice for I am God. I am the authority over each and every one. Put aside worldly things. You
shall rule and reign with Me My way, no longer man’s way this day. I decree and declare it.
Consider it done
Barbara: My sense has been that we have gone through the door going in that direction we’ve
been getting new things, being delivered, taking us new places and preparing us. The door is a
different direction. We were warned not to go through hastily. We would not have had what we
needed. During the door we had this massive deliverance. He has given us weapons of warfare.
He has given us garments. We have been commissioned with the door. The gate had been opened.
The gate is standing open, the gate of righteousness. We had to go down to go up. As we go
through the gate we are going to a place where we rule and reign. We go through the door
celebrating rather than quietly and prayerfully. The courts of heaven and the cloud of witnesses
are waiting for what is happening today.
Barbara: Sword and a rod – one is to rule and one is to battle.
Paul: My prophet finger going off. The door is right here.
Heather: We are no longer slaves. We are a royal priesthood, a holy nation . Go for it as never
before. I am with you. I will never leave you nor forsake you. Go for it - greater authority than
ever before. You are not little weaklings. You are mighty in me, mighty warriors, go for it, go for
it.

4.0 Fishing, Missing Stones, Scrolls and Inheritances
Paul: Hosea 11:4. I feel the cords of love. The institutional church seems to be weakening. Aslan
is always on the move.
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Karl: What does this mean to me? I am now the Royal Priesthood. I was a wrestler in High
School – won a little more than I lost. One night I wrestled the 2nd man in the area and lost only in
the last 15 seconds. After that I won most of my matches. It was about my thinking.
Barbara: Persis has had ongoing issues with dizziness and spinning. She had been to a prayer
meeting and the whirlwind showed up and she was key to the group understanding what is going
on. She was in the middle of the vortex and the Lord told her that He was going to teach her how
to walk in it.
Paul: I dreamt that I grabbed Billy Graham’s face and he said, ‘Lay hands on me’. The next day
he met with Barack Obama. We are going to put out the net of unity and we are going to catch the
fish.
Abby: 2 dreams. The first I had a plastic bag with three wrapped parcels in white – fish but not
clean. I sprinkled salt on the bag – preserving the fish and put them in the fridge. In the second
dream we were in a room and I saw a satanic symbol and I told someone that we need to put oil
on the eye it is watching. I had to pray against the watchers.
Lewis: Warn them that they may get persecution.
Barbara: 3 is trinity, white is righteousness. The Lord was seeing the fish as righteous because
they were covered in the Blood of Jesus.
Paul: Several warehouse dreams tied to Aslan’s Place. People trapped in depth are hearing people
also trapped there.
John 2 – The miracle at Cana
If you make it past Wednesday you can make it past the rest of the week. Wednesday was
yesterday. We made it over something and it is the beginning of miracles.
Pastor Konrad: Today is Ascension Day. Jesus ascended into Heaven and is seated at righthand
of God.
AmyBeth: I saw that these big tankers are going to go out and our nets are going to combine to
make these big nets.
Pastor David: Monday I saw this ocean liner in the Panama Canal and the water was lining and
the doors were closed. Yesterday the doors were opening and you were walking on water.
Paul: Yesterday Donna said that they had to cut a whale out of a net to be set free.
Betty: The boats almost sunk when they had this big increase of fish. The boats are going to be
able to carry more fish this time.
Barbara: I believe the tanker is the Church. I believe it is going to be a lot faster than 10 years.
Eze 32:3 Verse 7 – Ezekiel 32:7 dark star.
Paul: Is walking on coals a corruption of walking on fiery stones?
Heather: Yesterday we went through the gate and there were trees there [We possibly walked into
the Garden of Eden]
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Paul: Exodus 28 – the Third row is missing in Ezekiel. Does it have to do with the Tribes of
Israel in realtion to the stones
Karl: The three missing stones are jacinth, agate, amethyst.
Paul: Dan, Naphthali and Gad are missing?
Persis had a vision of a tent in the AP backyard. She sees Paul standing on east side of tent.
Everything has been about 4s. I’m wondering if the four quadrants do not apply to the 4 positions
of the tribes. The missing tribes are on the north side and south sides. The book “Guardian of the
Grail” by H.R. Church is about the Tribe of Dan.
Dan did not settle in the land they were given. They wanted to land up north. They were the first
tribe to be defeated. Dan may have moved into Greece and became the Spartans. They put their
kids into war camps and trained them to be ungodly warriors. They may have moved into Europe
as the Celts. Were these three tribes given over to the enemy?
Raylene: My feet have been really hurting and on fire. They were bright red on the bottom. So
today we are going to walk somewhere where there were fiery stones.
[Hippocampus is the organizer of memory and it looks like a sea-horse.]
Raylene: there are now 3 chambers of the heart, not 4.
David: The stones have to do with light and sound.
Paul: We are wondering if the missing stones are tied to the missing tribes that are corrupted that
are tied to the missing tribes and diseases such as cancer.
Pastor Konrad: Mantle of the heart has to do with trading also.
Paul: Switzerland is a major trading area.
[Angel 11:15]
Larry: People got healed as they walked through the stones. White stone showed up in Vermont.
It had to do with their identity.
You are turning a corner. This is bizarre. I’m riding one of the stones. I’m riding something. I’m
going into a dark place. Forward and to my left. It is like when a plane banks. We are going into a
different quadrant. There is something to be picked up in this quadrant. There is something in the
top left quadrant that should be picked up.
Paul: The left upper quadrant is good.
Larry: There is darkness is because it is uncharted. There are many new things to discover, many
veils to uncover. The answer is in the left quadrant of the three stones. There are some veils to be
lifted. The answer will come. Keep searching.
I sense horses, new mantles, new anointing. There is a lot of strength here. There’s a new sound,
new waves, new access to a higher level of hearing, something about the stars. I think there are
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new stars in this quadrant. There are different stars for different quadrants. Stars have authority
over this quadrant. I feel I’m very close to a really huge power generator.
[Paul feel slots of energy like power coming up – angelic power]
Raylene: Larry was riding third sea-horse. After you went into deeper place, my left elbow was
vibrating. I think it is a frequency. We are being retuned somehow. I get the sound of a tuning
fork.
Larry: Receive the new. Receive the blue. Buy into the blue as I align you. there will be
breakthrough. I will remove the ungodly frequency. There are veils of ungodly frequencies that
have to be removed in this quadrant. I feel I’m being morphed. Gumby remolded - a
transformational power that will be picked up.
Participant: 10 commandments. There were half circles – connecting electrical currencies. Back
at the fall satan took the fruit and corrupted our DNA – part of the fruit of the Tree of Life. The
Lord wants us to take off the corruption of our DNA.
Larry: There is a lot of activity in this quadrant. I feel like we are bursting into a new identity, a
new degree of our identity – a sunburst breaking forth like popcorn. As we embrace this power it
will birth us into a new degree of sonship.
A wave of power is about to hit. A surge of power like a wave will come out of Aslan’s Place. It
will go through the air waves to the nations. The angels and the living creatures and the beings
will go through the air waves. It will be a purifying wave. It will displace ungodly frequencies,
ungodly watchers. It will bring forth a new level of purity.
I decree that which is on land of Aslan’s Place that is not supposed to be there will be broken.
That which has exalted itself in land of Aslan’s Place and Hesperia will be busted and
breakthrough will come forth anad a new hurricane of blessing . I have planted the Tree of Life
within Aslan’s Place the land there.
Behold the chariots of Elijah have come to carry away the people of God to a new land, a new
scheme of things, bursting forth. I will burst forth the spirit of Elijah into a new ride. I decree that
Aslan’s Place will be hidden will be hidden and that which has exalted itself.
I’m about to turn enemies into friends. For the day of restoration, the day of recompense, for the
day of favor, favor, favor, shall accompany all those connected to Aslan’s Place - a day of favor,
breakthrough, supernatural vision, supernatural proivison. Many come this week, will be
changed and there will be miracles as you go home.
There will be new levels of seeing . Raylene get ready for the burning bush experiencing. Write
the vision. You are My deliverer raylene. Write the vision. Write the books. Write the vision manuals of deliverance, new manuals of Aslan’s Place for deliverance. A new level of
deliverance, a new form of deliverance, a new face of your deliverer is about to come on the
scene.
Barbara: I had a dream - 7.0 floating in space and in the unquenchable fire of god and not being
consumed. It was the magnitude of an earthquake. 7 is number of perfection. It is exactly 7.0, a
perfect magnitude in the unquenchable fire of the Lord and cannot be destroyed. When Larry was
talking about Raylene being in the burning bush that was also what I got in the dream.
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Paul: Is this a new kind of star? Star told about on Monday with a message – a portion of the all
consuming fire.
Brian: A new star being formed is proto star. Supernova can birth new star.
AmyBeth: Revelation. Revelation.. New speeds, new life, new domination, progression, walk in
the light, patterns unfolding. Walk on the stones. Follow the pattern. You don’t walk alone into
the Garden, into My heart walking new pathways.
Gather the stones. Place them in pockets. It is a new form of trading, not silver or gold, new
wisdom, new vision, new treasures untold. You reach into darkness, you trust with your heart,
new patterns emerging. You walk with new authority. You walk and yet you crawl. You run and
yet you fly, all in an instant. [I see a door and it looks like when you stick your hand into
something and it is in a different dimension. It is like if we entere in there we are going to be
transported or put in a new place.]
Journey in a new way. New space travel. Fasten your suit covered with blood the blood of My
son. I see us in space suits. He is taking us to new places. I feel like I’m walking on the Moon. Its
like a flag.
Paul: We’ve moved into a healing realm
Abby: the sound will resound, the sound of healing, the sound of breakthrough. Do not
falter.Advance. Move forward. There is a shifting.
Pastor Harry: The Blood of Christ was also shed for the overcomers. Yonghi Cho had an unusual
experience in Japan. He was paralyzed when Satan appeared. He pleaded the blood of Jesus. And
then Satan left.
Isaiah 62:10, 2,3, Ezekiel 36:26
Barbara: Persis’ vision had a merry go around and horses under a tent and Paul looking to the
east, Persis and Barbara to South and another friend to North. She looked at the vision again. The
person on North she doesn’t recognize. There is white mist over him and John is on the West. The
friend is dealing with Cancer. Barbara and Persis battled health issues. The keys to healing are in
the living stones.
Paul: Is there defilement of those three tribes that brought major sicknesses people ?
There is a being that is hidden that has just been exposed.
Barbara: At the first Joel’s well at Persis’ house she saw a vision in the ungodly depth a being – a
whole bunch of black push pins and an ungodly octopus
Paul: Warring angels can have their swords up or down depending upon whether there is danger
or not.
Paul: I’m oscillating back and forth again.
2006 Rubix cube, Equations of the periodic table. Red, blue, yellow, four horsemen, the parts of
the DNA are the jewels.
The missing stones are jacinth, agate and amethyst.
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Dan (green) Naphthali (whitish) Gad (amethyst – purple)
The guardian is the dragon guarding the gate of the cave. Go in the cave and get the key. It is a
white stone. It is a stone of identity. There is a chromosome problem.
March 24th (Jana) : Start with the third strand. It was stolen DNA.
Fourth strand – Asher, Joseph, Benjamin
Paul: Forced to trade before creation. Job 1:6
Rev 20:1,2
Daniel 12:4 – 9. The scrolls have been unsealed.
Job 1:6, 2:1. This is the ultimate conspiracy theory. The sons of God, the elohim were the first
created beings. They became co-creators under the godhead. They were endowed with creative
ability. There is a principle of delegation that is true. God creates from nothing. Under that
creativity is the ability for others to create other things.
Some of the sons of God did not like the idea of God. They rebelled before Adam and Eve. Their
desire is to take over the universe. There was a problem when it came to earth because Satan was
given authority over that region, the center of creation. In order to complete and control, they
needed Lucifer to be part of the game. Lucifer if you cooperate with us, we will give you earth
and we get the universe.
Gen 6: 1-5
Psalm 82
Heather: Isa 43:3
Paul: Is the third strand – the soul strand.
Becky had a vision of an octopus wrapped around a cave. Octopus is the operator.
AmyBeth: Before the foundation of the earth I called you and I justified you.
Paul: Hebrews 4: 1- 3, 6:13 – 16
There is this whole paradox in Scripture about free will and predestination. If we come from
Throne of God as spirits, we have the free will to make the decision then. Someone who was
extremely gifted agreed with the Lord in the spirit to come to earth but the Lord asked her
permission. When she left throne, on way to conception, Lucifer or the fallen sons of god came to
her and brought terror to her and she entered into an ungodly agreement.
Are there pirits who come into human beings made decisions not to follow God. She made an
agreement then with the enemy. The agreement with the greater is legally the binding agreement.
The agreement with fallen Lucifer cannot supersede that agreement. That is illegal trading. We
renounced that.
Steven: Creation waits for this exposure of the sons of God. Romans 8:19
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Barbara: What if the sons of God are the ones who made the agreement to come and live as
human beings.
[Angel 2:56]
Raylene: Come up higher. You have to go lower to go higher. Come down to go up. This is the
way. You’re on the right track. Spirit of revelation has been released this week. It is already
within you. This is an important day. Zero in. There is still a sense of hunger and thirst in the
physical
Paul: Hunger and thirst after righteousness.
Raylene: There is more. I want to give it to you. I want you to move in an apostolic calling. This
is new ground. You are on a firm foundation. You are unmoveable with a firm foundation and
you have balance. I will establish your right foot and it will not be moved. Again I say this is the
day. Seize it. I am opening the way. There is a brightness, a new day, a new dawn, an opening the
way and I call you to come. You are in my heart.
Heather: a few years ago I would fast, fast fast to get rid of everything that was wrong. The Lord
gave me Isa 43:3. The anointing came so strong. I started travailing and crying to the Lord on the
floor. He brought that back to me a few minutes ago. “Don’t worry I’m going to make it right.” I
look at myself and myself and I think about the people who are still there in Africa and the people
who are there have suffered because of the curse. They are still connected but they are not living
on the land. They’ve reaped gifts in Africa because it is in their DNA. The Lord showed me this. I
was a worshipper and there’ll be deliverance.
Paul: I want to affirm what you are saying. I was with Rich Marshall. They are in Barbados. 97%
African American. We had just come back from a cruise. I had a word for Rich. ‘The Midianites”
Exo 3 We think Midianites were Black. The true revelation of wealth will come out of Africa.
Paul: I am feeling all the spiritual beings. I think we are in the general assembly in the
Tabernacle
Barbara: We’ve not had the right to be here before. This is because we are of the Order of
Melchizedek. We are allowed here.
Melissa: King’s chamber.
Paul: We are in His heart. Job 9:9
[AmyBeth faces south. There is an angel there. She feels the cherubim.]
Paul: We are moving – to my hiding place, to a hidden place, far, far away. I sense we are
moving with the throne. Cloud of witness may be here. Lots of people filing in. I get ‘the heart of
the matter’ New place that we have not been in before.
AmyBeth: I have a chest with stones on the top. It is rounded.Chest is as big as my hands with a
rounded top and there are 12 jewels on top. We are in an mphitheatre. We are down at the base
and it is really high up. The amphitheatre goes all the way around.
Paul: Lord can You have Melchizedek open the chest?
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AmyBeth: The lid was taken off the chest. Rolled parchments stacked verticallyin the chest. 12 of
them.
Paul: Lord are these tied to the 12 tribes?
Larry: I speak to the ancient time capsule . I call you forth. I lift you out and unseal ancient
revelation, to build a holy habitation to recover that which has been stolen, to bring back that
which has been hidden and sealed until the time of the end - strategy, strategy, strategy, strategy,
strategy, strategy, strategy.
I speak to the door in everybody’s belly. I command you to come open. I command the ancient
door of Adam to open. I call out the new creation to come forth out of the ancient. Come forth.
Come foth. Come forth. Be the kingdom of kings and priests. This is the hour. This is the hour.
This is the hour of the Order of Melchizedek, the people of the most high. Come forth. I decree a
birthing. I decree a water birthing. I decree scrolls to every family line to every tribe, to every
tongue, to every ethnos. Strategy, strategy, strategy. I speak to the keys. I say ‘Be revealed’.
AmyBeth: They were under the scrolls and they just floated up. They were on a gold ring.
Larry: Herd of horses.
AmyBeth: I see the horses running three abreast. White war horses out of the deep. They are
coming out of His hand.
Paul: I feel the star very strongly. My teeth are hurting.
AmyBeth: Wisdom – digesting wisdom.
Larry: New garments of wisdom - wisdom to be able to rule with the Kingm to unlock a realm of
healing with discernment.
Leslie: Scrolls of unfulfilled destiny.
Deu 32:7,8
Jana: There are 144000 in the tribes. There needs to be something to come into alignment for
Israel to come into their own.
Larry: New whirlwinds, new clouds – these clouds are full of God’s substance, release of angels,
ministers of the heirs of salvation. In Vermont, this house was being visited with tons of angels.
They dispatched eagles and angels. I feel there is coming for Aslan’s Place to now ask the Lord
for the wisdom and to know how to ask for Him to dispatch the angels where they need to go.
I saw something come on you Paul. I am getting the word ambassadorial - an ambassadorial
house, golden anointing, for a golden age, a golden release. I’m giving you gold nuggets, words
of gold to dispatch the will of God into the globe - with an ambassadorial move, an ambassadorial
way to release an ambassadorial wave upon the earth.
This is now the hour of the Order of Melchizedek to execute the will of God, to ask for the
release of dispatching the angels of God, spiritual beings, living creatures, decree a thing and it
will be. Anew authority, a new authority is coming on Aslan’s Place, on Joel’s well, on the prayer
ministers. A shift has come –a new level of glory.
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Paul: I am feeling multitudes of angels.
Amybeth: We are walking across a stage like graduation. They were counting people’s names.
Something was handed to each person as they walk across the stage. I wonder if we got a copy of
the scroll that is in our tribe.
Larry: We need to pay attention to Pentecost.
Pastor Konrad: Today is ascension Day. Acts 1:8
Karl: Your garment changed. Zechariah 3
[Raylene is birthing]
Larry: One time in birthing we all heard a supernatural bell. I wonder if this is like a tuning fork,
like heaven to earth. The liberty bell?
Raylene: Let freedom ring
Larry: The birthing of liberty, the sound of true liberty, the breed that will never be able to go
back to Babylon. You will never be able to find your way back to Babylon. And I want to say for
the ones that have come to Aslan’s Place – guard your hearts as you go home. You will feel like
you don’t fit but you do fit in the heart of the Father.
Amybeth: Each of us like puzzle pieces we fit into His heart but we don’t fit into the world.
Larry: He is aligning apostolic and prophetic - proper alignment. He is putting bones together.
Don’t let the enemy steal the revelation, the word of the Lord. Ponder what you heard. Ponder
what you are learning.
Participant: The 144000 bring down Babylon.
Amybeth: Each person’s face is on the puzzle pice. Everybody’s face is on the piece.
Larry: I think she is birthing a corporate burning bush. She is birthing the Living Tree and it will
go out through Aslan’s Place, through Joel’s well. The roots will be very, very healthy and deep.
This will be the birthing of divine life. Could this be the man-child being born? Rev 12.
I decree and declare that the Melchizedek is birthing the manchild order of divine life, divine
governmental ambassadorial order. As Christ appears you will be with Him in life, in glory. This
will be a company of saints, awaking from slumber and will bring a governmental alignment for
an ambassadorial assignment. It will begin and initate the renewing of the earth in seed form. The
birthing of a revolution in the USA, the birthing of a pioneering spirit out of CA. It will sweep to
the east and it will come to the north and it will go to the south.
I decree into the political realm of the US a shift, a replacing, a displacing . I decree a new
governmental mantle to break forth, a new governmental mantle to arise and to shine.
Paul: Melchizedek showed up.
Larry: There is a new governmental mantle about to rise up in that land, a replacing and a
displacing. Something will come that will be like a side-swiping . It will come from the side.
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There is about to be a shift here in the paradigm of the Church , in the paradign of natural
government, natural order of things in CA and AZ.
For that which is exalting itself - there is going to be a displacing and replacing and the righteous
will shine out of CA and AZ. Behold the day of reproach is about to be rolled away. I will make
a spectacle out of the nay-saying media. There will be a replacing and displacing, a ball of great
glory coming out of the bride out of the man child order. What Melchizedek decrees there will be
a renewing fire on all Seven Mountains.
Jamar: And a decree went out into all the earth.
Paul: Lord I ask that you will release the harvesting angels in Hesperia, CA, United States and
the world to bring in the harvest for the establishment of your kingdom. Wisdom to Washington
and the capitals of the earth
Jana: This reminded of vision I had last night of Jesus leaning against a tree smilingl, straw of
wheat in his mouth. The straw is the heart of us.
All of heaven is waiting. Ask Me concerning My sons and what they become. The earth is
opening up her witness. The true apostolic deliverer heaven and erath have kissed each other –
righteousnessneess and truth have birthed the witness to behold the kingdom and all its worth and
the wealth of the nations will once again come to you.
A vessel is prepared and you will ask what hand shapes the clay. You are all a habitation, an
inherited vessel chosen for a generation. I am changing your mindsets for the mind has been
bended to the little things you can do. It is more expansive than that. It is the greater thing – the
substance of things not yet seen, a hope that is sure, a tangible reality. You all hold keys not one
less valuable than the other, knit together in love for purpose and design.
It is the creative witness, the revealed ones, the true sons. Declare a thing and it will happen. By
faith you are united. Trust the word of the prophet. God has not given up on your nation. You
have to believe and have hope. Put an end to discouragement and depression. Create a pathway
and believe for the more.
Amybeth: I see in the front chairs were pushed back and they are standing up. Tehre’s a group of
elders and I feel like they are pounding their rods. All of heaven and earth bear witness this day to
the release of My glory, to the release of My truth. I have called many. You represent a few.
There are many more that must come. Your work is before you. Tarry not.
The harvest, the harvest is ripe. The harvest, the harvest, the harvest is ripe. Set your eyes on the
harvest. Ask for the harvest. Ask for the harvest. Ask for the harvest. Ask for the harvest. Cry out
for the harvest. Cry out for the harvest, for the harvest, for the harvest. Put out your hands to
receive the tools of the kingdom. You must work for the harvest. Do not sleep. Work for the
harvest. Set your eyes on the harvest. It is time. It is time. It is time. Heaven has waited. All of
heaven has gathered for the release, the relase of the harvesters. You are like harvest machines. I
am your fuel. I will fill you, fill you fill you with my fuel. You will not stop. You will go over
mountains and hills and you will make the high places flat so the harvest will come in. nothing
will stop you. Nothing will stop you. You will go like the mighty harvester. You will go and
succesed and your joy will be full.
Pastor David: 45 minutes ago I felt Solomon wrote Song of Solomon going into the bed
chamber, the King’s chamber. Solomon was king over Israel. In the chamber wisdom came to
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him and spoke to him and imparted to him. I think that the box we opened up – I think that was
the box that Solomon had – he never fulfilled it.

5.0 Gold, Star Table, Redemption of Stones
Paul: Someone in Hayward said that I have a peace pipe in my mouth. The God of peace will put
Satan beneath your feet. When I smoked it, the land got delivered.
Deborah: Tobacco for Native Americans is an incense not something to be smoked.
Paul: Tribe of Levi is the thirteenth tribe and is the gold that holds the jewels. In alchemy it is all
about the gold. In Dan Brown’s book it is all about the gold. It is supposed to be about the gold.
Levi is connected to gold. Levi means attached. The stones were attached to the ephod by gold.
They were scattered through Israel like gold was throughout the Tabernacle. There is something
about this and the cities of refuge.
Amybeth: The word trust is attached in Hebrew. Levi couldn’t trade. Deut 33:8-11, Jer 33:20 –
26, Mal 3:3-4, Heb 7: 6
Barbara: I saw pages – index of documents. I’m seeing a Table of Contents with document after
document. My sense was that these were documents with instructions as to how to destroy the
works of the enemy. Different people have different pages.
Michael: The Hobitt goes into the mountain where the dragon lives to take the artifact. There are
mountians of gold and treasures and the dragon sleeps on top of them.
Raylene: Yesterday it was back labor, a natural birth As it started the egg came from the left side.
We went into the left chamber. I was in the north court of Tabernacle (outside) where Dan, Asher
and Naphthali were situated. We moved into a bed chamber and then somewhere else.
I saw huge witnesses. The Lord was pulling up the scrolls. They were coming up at different
times and they made sounds. The witnesses and elders were there. The elders were cheering and
the great cloud of witnesses. There was great expectation.
I was very aware of the cost. I was aware of things in my personal life, that the cost was worth it.
Everything we had to go through was to bring us to this point. It was in a court setting but was
very legal (not quite like a regular court). The Lord was doing things with the stones on the top
and doing things with the scrolls. There was something going on between the stones and scrolls –
12 stones, 12 scrolls.
There were different kinds of garments. The people in the front row had one kind of garment and
different rows had different garments. I think Melchizedek took the baby. There was a new sound
released after what was birthed.
I had the feeling that we were all drawn to this point in time. This being put my head in his lap
and I was comforted. I knew we were in this deep chamber and it was done. There was a growing
outwards out of him like roots. He had me put on a ring on my left thumb – we are now married
to the Apostolic Order of Melchizedek.
I had this dream that Aslans’ Place was bigger than this building. It was vast. There were lots of
people. We were touching and embracing them, coming alongside, putting our arm around them.
There was this big incincerator. There was this big mountain of crap. The people were leaving
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their stuff there. We had special suits on (for safety). We were putting it in bags and giving it to
them and we were careful to give them only what they could carry and they put it in the
incinerator.
I think it is a new level of deliverance. The Lord told me ‘There is your gold’ when I put on the
ring.
There was something about the North Court of the courtyard and the stones that were brought.
Barbara: All the symptoms you had all week with the water retention and swelling feet are
symptoms of preganancy.
[Star 9:46] (North Star?)
Raylene: [ I have to go through a portal into a star. It is vast in here, a new realm. It feels like I
was restricted there and here it is bigger. Hums]
There’s a hum, a sound, an aligning sound, a sound to turn around. Something is going on in our
heads. It’s all about the thinking. How do you process? Process rightly. How do you see things?
What do you look at? Change of thinking. It’s bigger. My ways are higher. You’ve got to hear
through the narrow way.
I see a pathway ‘The beautiful path.’ Its like cobblestones but they are beautiful stones. There’s a
border on the pathway. The border is the gold. The pathway is the stones, the border is the gold.
They are like stepping stones. I’m seeing the stones rising up like the scrolls did - blue, red,
yellow , green, purple, black, dark-brown, red-black,. They are bright. They are rising up in a
symphony of sorts. That’s where the humming is coming from.
The gold vibrates to the sound. The gold is a conductor. It’s leading the symphony. It is a play on
words. There is the conducting and the conductor. This is the way. Come walk in it. My feet are
hot. Are these the fiery stones? It is swaying to the sound and the sound is beautiful. The sound is
called beautiful there is a beautiful being. It is right.
Paul: She is discerning a star. My pastor finger is going off right now when she touches the star.
Melissa: Is he restoring the 5-fold ministry?
Barbara: It is the ring finger.
Internet: Ezekiel 43. He was standing in the courtyard.Eze 44:4 (444 Huguenot anniversary).
Raylene: My feet are vibrating. Beautiful are the feet of them that bring good news. I feel a
rearrangement going on - a new order.
Paul: Fiery stones are being rearranged.
Betty: God has taken the curse off that was put on women in Genesis that they are going to be in
pain in childbirth. The heavens are rejoicing. This is one of the mysteries. It is a scroll in us. I’m
lifting it off My special people because I love you so. I never wanted you to suffer because of
sin.
I Tim 2:15
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Raylene: The star is gold. This is a different star. Where do you think the gold star came from?
When you do something good you get a gold star. It is a new truth. We are marching to a new
beat. The conductor is leading us. We will step as one, move as one. We will harmonize and be
synchronized.
Barbara: The Lord told me to research redwoods. The characteristic is that the forest stands
because of the intertwining of roots which are only 3-5 ft deep – however the trees are very high.
Last week in Eureka I stood in a redwood grove and anointed the largest tree which was called
‘The immortal tree’. It has withstood fire, flood and everything that could come against it. When
the settlers came to N California, the actual fortune was in the redwoods not in the gold. Immortal
tree was representative of believers. We are immortal in Jesus. We have survived.
Raylene: The roots are going down our legs into the ground.
Barbara: The roots shall spread throughout the land and you will be knit together and the gospel
will go out through out the world.
Paul: Psalm 1
Raylene: These roots are in the well, in the deep. The stones will be your foundation. You will
walk on them. They will lead you. They will show you which way to go as you follow Me. There
is protection in the stones. I give you authority to step on injustice. Unity was born to bring
freedom. It’s all about freedom. You are My bond-servants but you are free. You are fitted into
the net, settings, precisely chiseled and set to let My brilliance shine. He is shining through the
stones. God gave me a word about being chiseled and molded by God to let Him shine through.
David: The seven colors are the colors of the elements as you see them through a spectroscope.
Larry: There’s a lot of activity over there. I’m in the realm where Raylene is. The gold spoke of
new identity.
Paul: Our identity has been covered up.
Raylene: The Lord has me clear a path
Paul: My second toe is going off. We are shifting dimensions.
Larry: We are on something that is spinning.
Pastor Konrad: Heb 7: 12
Paul: The Muslims are oppressing the women. This may be a mist covering the earth.
Larry: As we are going up , we are coming through clouds. We are busting through clouds,
ungodly energies and ungodly lies of who we were. Now is coming forth a new identiy of pure
gold, the divine nature, the nature of divine light that we are one with.
Paul: Many warring angels and battling. The battling is a non-issue – a victorious battling. I’m
feeling the warring in the heavens, a clashing of swords and shields are up. There is warfare.
There is war in heaven, heavenly warring, conquering new land, new territories. We are taking
back another realm. There is a dragon here.
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Larry: I decree over every nation on the webinar the Blood of Jesus. I ask that you would release
the sword of the Lord to slay the dragon.
Paul: The stars are warring now and the dragon was obliterated like pieces of pottery. Lord what
is this realm that has been taken back by your power and our agreement?
Pastor Harry: It is the glory realm.
Larry: The gold and the glory, the golden glory on a golden net.
Pastor Konrad: Rev 13: 1 – 7
Pastor Harry: God has given each of us a scroll. During charismatic revival, the emphasis was on
praise, in Vineyard on worship songs. John Wimber songs were beautiful but lacked jubilance of
charismatic era, never jubilant praise. Ruth Heflin says ‘Praise till the worship comes, worship till
the glory comes. One of the keys that is lost is the key of praise. We come into His presence with
jubilant praise.
Melissa: Heb 9:9 –10
Paul: Robert Heidler says that in the early church celebration was always a part
Raylene: The Lord is putting us in a new cadence.
Steven: Time of the end. End of all things is come before me. I pass into something else at
cellular level. Owe no man anything. Of the increase of His government there shall be no end.
Get rid of the restriction. The power of an endless life. The end shall come. The end seems to be a
being. No beginning and no end. ‘a 5 minute broadcast’ - broad + cast for the fish
Pastor Harry: We must not forsake the ancient landmarks.
Barbara: Larry is in the new well.
Paul: We’ve gone from the end to the never ending.
Amybeth: When Raylene went through, the unity was the one in our bodies. The enemy is good at
devicing conflict within a body we might have German and a Jew ancestry and the enemy wants
the conflict to be in our DNA. There is a vibration that is bringing our bodies into unity within
ourselves.
Paul: On May 6th the earthquake hit. The next day was the strongest attack against unity I have
ever felt. On Thursday 15 of us stood and then the huge earthquake hit on Friday. It was for me a
devastating day. I had to stand in unity. By Monday it had turned around. It was like what had
happened with these people had never happened. The enemy gave it his best shot on Friday. One
person said, ‘This could destroy Aslan’s Place’ It was the effort to destroy our unity. It was
dreadfully horrible. We wrestle not against flesh and blood but against what the enemy is doing.
Barbara: In my dream, after the second earthquake, there were 2 minutes to communicate and the
2 minutes were 2 days
Paul: Something just descended on us. The Lord just exposed something. We just dropped into a
place in the ungodly depth. There is something very evil.
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Michael: The false Mazarroth – the ungodly zodiac.
Raylene: The zodiac is the counterfeit.
Paul: 2 kings 23:3
Raylene: At the gate that is there, Michael’s generation can go into the gate and get the key.
Paul: We are feeling the ungodly constellation. I feel like the ungodly twelve constellations are
contaminating the 12 stones.
Barbara: The evil that is all around us in this place is in total confusion.
Melissa: Rev 12:1 The beast comes rising out of the sea.
Rev 13:6 The Lord said that He is going to take back His tabernacle.
Raylene: Rev 12:5. Are we the iron scepter together?
Paul: We are going into a realm of revelation.
Larry: This is where the dragon hides. There is a displacing going on.
Paul: We were just moved to the realm of the righteous mazzaroth. One of the constellations is
sparkling. All twelve are waiting to speak.
Deborah: All the 12 are connected to stones.
Paul: The Seven Spirits of God are falling. The Lord wants to give us wisdom. Do not get caught
up in the details. The North is the key.
Barbara: Luke 4:18,19
Paul: We do not know what the third row is.
Larry: Ask God to dispatch the eagles to get back what has been lost.
Paul: Michael, Brandon and Ryan come to the center of the room and stand in a triangle
Larry: Three pillars
Barbara: capstone.
Heather: A 3 fold cord is not easily broken.
Ryan: On piano when you hit one chord there are three notes. We are supposed to rise up with
that sound. Without the chord it is going to be broken. Unity is the key.
Ryan: Unite, unite, unite.
Paul: Healing anointing is increasing rapidly on my hand.
Larry: There is a rock that is blocking something. As it is smashed with the sword there is going
to be a river of revelation.
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Paul: Warfare in heaven.
Lewis: Set your feet upon the Rock. Use the sword and the shield. This is about the coat of arms.
I’m making my people armor bearers - the Knights of the Star Table. It’s another level of
Counsel, one that brings might. Might comes from above and falls like a star. It falls upon the
counsel of the wise- upon those who are seated at the star table.
It’s for the scribing of your hearts. When I scribe I cut to leave a mark. This is the ovenant I made
with Abraham. My pople are to sing, to resonate with the stars in praise of God for as this
happens up becomes down and agreement is made between heaven and earth, between My people
and My created beings that all creation will shout aloud to the glory.
This is heaven meeting earth. It’s the table top. Top of many mountains, many high places. My
people are to become high places - they take their rightful posisitons seated on the throne in the
heavens. This is where they rule. This is where they reign in My government as a part of the star
table. I’m making My people into a bell that will ring through the nation.
The reason there are five of us is the 5 pointed star.
[Paul’s pastor, teacher fingers going off]
Pastor Harry: I have four songs – (1) Bind us together lord, with cords that cannot be broken.
(2) Spring up O well
(3) Oh this is like heaven to me
(4) Oh zion lift it up be not afraid
Larry: The emerging of a new generation, the bursting forth of sonship, the emerging of a new
generation across the earth, a new 5 pointed authority will displace that which the enemy has tried
to put in place - a turning upside down. There’s a turning upside down of the pentagram. Now
the emerging of the government of heaven to earth. I ask the Lord to call back those three tribes,
those three stones, those three stars.
Heavenly father we ask that You would release, bring back through the cross through the Blood
of Jesus, those three stones, tribes, constellations and remove the contamination off of them. We
are asking Father that You would submerge the constellations in the Blood of Jesus and they
would break forth into the perfect liberty of the Sons of God.
[John draws a coat of arms of the Knights of the Star Table]
Lewis: Around the three are two golden circles rotating around them like protection.
Paul: I feel like these constellations are starting to move and they are coming out of ungodly
alignments back into godly alignments to their gold settings. The third row is coming back into
the ephod. They are getting cleaner and cleaner. Do these three that were contaminated want to
speak now.
Lewis: We have waited for so long for sons to be revealed - for as the sons are revealed so are
we. Don’t forget that we are three just as our Father is the one who made the Lights.
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Larry: Thank you, thank you, thank you. There is a key ring and keys, new ancient keys to be
received for ancient mysteries, ancient scrolls, ancient paths, ancient secrets, ancient treasures,
ancient releases of anointing.
A wave is coming. Position yourself. Look up to the heavens. Your Redeemer is drawing nigh.
Behold He rides a white horse. I receive this giant key ring. They will open the double doors of
new realms.
This is the appointed time of the Father for new doors that have been locked up for thousands,
maybe millions of years. Something is being opened up in the realm of glory – the holiness of
God, the holiness of God. New keys, new books - this is the time for My kings to now awake.
Behold a kingdom shift all over the earth. There’s a mantle of the kingdom falling upon the
people of God. This is a holy council. This is my holy council. As you decree it will be. Creation
will now come through the gate and their redemption is beginning.
I will confound the wise and the high minded. The earth belongs to Me says the Lord. There is a
silencing of the nay-sayers to the people who are trying to capture the earth. The earth is the
Lord’s. There is going to be something happening to those who have monopolized the earth.
Paul: Enoch had keys and knew how to walk side by side as God and not before and not after.
Barbara: I’m seeing a rainbow coming out of the projector.
[Angel 2:40 PM]
Paul: We are all called to be a kingdom of kings and priests after the Order of Melchizedek.
Melchizedek is a manifestation of Jesus Christ also as a lion.
Pastor David: I kept thinking about the three kings who followed the star and came to Jesus and
opened up the treasure and gave gold. Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea is a movie whose story
seems relevant.
Paul: This is the so what? Line upon line, precept upon precept. We are fulfilling that which has
been prophesied, yet there is more prophecy to it.
Barbara: The Lord is melting the ice around our hearts (the Iceland Volcano).
Abby: Gold has gone up. Are we shifting to a new currency?
Paul: On May 14, 2010 we are wondering if God is going to give us a sign or wonder in the
heavens to confirm what he has done this week.
Nancy: Job 38:22, 23 [ reference to Iceland]
Larry: Thank you for being available.
Paul: Lord I want to speak a thousandd fold blessing upon each participant that has participated.
Lord bless us with that joy of praise, the joy of serving You and loving You. Lord it seems a
drudgery. I feel the word bubbling up like champagne bubbles.
Larry: A commissioning for new exploration with revelation. We are going down. We are all on
the back of an eagle. We just landed somewhere.
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Terri: A blue door, an opening in the middle.
Paul: Blue is revelation.
Larry: We went into a new realm. Something is bubbling up in my heart – nabiy.
Paul: It is the right time. Fullness of time. Another fullness of time.
Larry: The appointed time of the Father, full rights of sonship to be manifest in the people,
unlocking of high revelation. I see a pure blue flame. Another angel came in. New scrolls to be
given. Father I ask for a release of the scrolls.
Paul: I feel the warring angels.
Terri: I’m seeing narrow light rays.
Paul: I feel the doxa, healing again, something in my left hand, vibrating very strongly. Feels like
my arm is attached to thousands of electrical wires athat are pulsating.Are we becoming grafted
into the net? Healing and evangelism. They would anoint the king with oil. It was a horn. Psalm
133
Melissa: The anointing oil
Paul: The anointing on us is for the pleasure of the king. I feel more revelation. Something bad
on the upper left chamber – the upper left quadrant of our heart.
Larry: spinal fluid
Paul: There is a rod in the back that is being taken out.
Larry: I felt a new, healing angel come to my left side and left back 3 minutes ago.
Heather: I’m sensing a lot of love from the Lord. I saw beams of light hitting Larry. Lord is
Larry getting his healing?
Betty: Stiff necked uncircumcised always resisting the Spirit, the strong arm of the flesh.
Paul: The Lord is circumcising our heart.
Pastor Harry: In the glory.
Sheryl: Behold, behold I am here. I am here beholding. Behold me. Behold me. I am here. I am
here. Behold me. Embrace me. Receive me. Take me in. draw me in. I am here. I am here loving
you, holding you, embracing you, caressing you. Hold me, hold me, hold me.
Pastor Harry: the glory realm, the realm of eternity.
Larry: consummation of the healing and discernment.
Persis: It is a mark that you are mine. It set you apart and I have set you apart for this time for
holding within this vessel healing and deliverance togo forth like an arrow and hit its mark,
brinigng healing, deliverance and salvation which must be held in a circumcised heart. My people
for this time.
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Larry: Lot of impartation.
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